
  
 

 

 
 
                        

 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 

                                                                              
Chairman:  Keith Lowes         ZS5WFD     082 685-6666 
Vice Chairman: Brad Glen   ZS5BG        082  994-3331 
Secretary:  Odette McManus  ZS5OM       073 450-2196 
Treasurer:  Odette McManus  ZS5OM       073 450-2196 
Member:              Brian Roodt          ZS5BBR     082 823-6780 
Member: Craig Hardman     ZS5CD        082 459-6940 
Member: Brad Philips   ZS5Z           082 990-6533 
 
 Committee Coordinator Portfolios 

 
PR, PIO & Technical  Craig Hardman     ZS5CD         
Hamnet, Sporting Events                     Keith Lowes         ZS5WFD       
Media Liasson    Brian Roodt  ZS5BBR       
Website, Email  Infrastructure              Brad Philips         ZS5Z             
Repeaters     Bradley Glen ZS5BG & Brad Philips ZS5Z             
Awards, Youth & Contesting                 Whole Committee 
 
Non Committee Co-ordinator Profiles 

 
Hotline, Bulletin Scheduling & Database  Tony Mayall            ZS5GR          031 7083078 
LION Liaison             Jo Boes         ZS5JO           031-7053591 
Clubhouse & Library                                 Derek  McMarnus   ZS5DM          031-8110895(O)031-7673719(H)  
 

 
     HARC Repeater Information 
 
VHF  Kloof  145.625Mhz   (Rptr Tx) & 145.025MHz (Rptr Rx) 88.5Hz CCTSS access tone(Dual Squelch). 
  Alverstone 145.600Mhz (Rptr Tx) & 145.000Mhz (Rptr Rx) 88.5Hz CCTSS access tone-under test 
   
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     
NATURN UHF   Kloof  Ch 1       434.650Mhz(Rptr TX) & 433.050Mhz (Rptr Rx) 
                           Ridge Road            Ch 3               439.025Mhz (Rptr Tx) & 431.425MHz (Rptr Rx)     
                           Kensington             Ch 6                    439.275Mhz (Rptr Tx) & 431.675Mhz (Rptr Rx) 88.5Hz CCTS 
 

APRS: 144.800Mhz, ZS0DBN is our Durban based Digipeater-Maintained by Shaun ZR5S  
______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Highway Hotline July 2011  



 
BITS AND BOBS 

 
1. HARC Banking Details: Payments  can be made directly to the Clubs Standard Bank cheque account  # 

250335824 code # 04562641, a copy of the deposit slip must however be sent to the Treasurer P.O. Box 779 
New Germany 3620 or scanned / info emailed to admin@harc.org.za or faxed to 0866 225 680. Direct 
payments to the Treasurer, cheques may be sent to P.O. Box 779 New Germany 3620.  

 
______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
BULLETIN PRESENTERS 

 
July 2011 
 
3rd           Brian     ZS5BBR      082 823- 6780                         24

th
        Gary       ZS5NK     031-7010109       

 
                                         
10

th
         Tony      ZS5ACB   031-7082626                    31

st
        Sean       ZS5X      031 701-0656 

                 
 
17

th
        Derek ZS5DM     031-8110895(O)031-7673719(H)     

 
      
 The readers will be contacted if there are any changes. 
 
Folks-We needs more folk to assist with the Sunday bulletin reading, the more there are, the less often one has to be 
available to read! 
______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
BIRTHDAY BOOK 

July  2011 
 
01-Jul      Margaret Schleyer Spouse of Michael ZS5ZA 
01-Jul      Deon  Swanepoel ZS5DD     
08-Jul      Doreen Smith Spouse of  Alan   ZS5AVS 
08-Jul      Sylvia Wilson Spouse of Errol   ZS5EGW 
12-Jul      Michael Mraz N6MZ Kerguelen Penguin    
16-Jul      Derek Mc Manus ZS5DM   
20-Jul      Andrew Williamson GI0NWG Kerguelen Penguin   
27-Jul      Sharon Smook Spouse of Rudi ZS5RS 
28-Jul      Garth Wheeler ZS5GMW   
29-Jul      Peter Brown ZS5ACT   
 
The Chairman, Committee and all the members of the Highway Amateur Radio Club join together in wishing you all a 
very HAPPY BIRTHDAY 
______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
FOR YOUR DIARY 

 All times quoted in SAST 
July 2011 
 
1 July - SARL subscriptions due 
2 and 3 July - DL-DX RTTY Contest 
3 July - DARC 10-Metre Digital Contest 
9 and 10 July - IARU HF World Championship 
16 July - Winter QRP Sprint 
16 July - PIC Course, Cape Town 
16 July - Advanced Home Construction, Cape Town 
16 and 17 July - North American RTTY QSO Party 
16 and 17 July - CQ Worldwide VHF Contest 
18 July – School Opens 
19 July - HARC Monthly Club Meets 
24 July - Boland ARC 40 Metre Sprint 
27 July - SARL 80 m Club Contest, SSB 
29 July – South delta Aquariids 
30 July - HARC Swap Shop 
30 July - RTA, Durban 
30 and 31 July - RSGB IOTA Contest 
 
________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

HOTLINE NEWSLETTER 
 

Articles are always sought. Anybody having something interesting for the magazine, please e-mail it to me or snail mail it, 
thanks-Ed(Tony ZS5GR) 

mailto:admin@harc.org.za


 
Another Article from Craig ZS5CD. (From: HAMUNIVERSE.COM) 
 
Adding a linear amplifier! Think Twice! 
 
How much will it increase your signal? 
 

 
Will adding a linear amplifier to my ham station make my signal "louder"? 
How is this related to the S meter reading on the other guys radio? 
 
In order to understand how much difference and amplifier (linear), as used in 
amateur radio, would make if added to your transmitter on the air,  
we have to understand what a "dB" is and how they change S meter readings.  
 

                                                                             ------------------------ 
 
The decibel (dB)  
 
First a couple of definitions of "dB":  
Simple definition: 
A dB is unit used to measure the power of a signal, such as an electrical signal or sound, relative to some reference 
level.  
An increase of ten decibels in the power of a signal is equivalent to increasing its power by a factor of ten. 
  
As a measure of sound intensity, a zero-decibel (0 dB), reference is considered to be the lowest level audible to the 
human ear; the speaking voice of most people ranges from 45 to 75 decibels.  
 
Another good definition: 
dB....A term representing the ratio of two quantities. 
 
For our purposes of this article, one ratio being the sound level that is measured and the other ratio being a reference 
sound level corresponding approximately to the faintest sounds detectable by the human ear. The greater the sound 
level measured in dB, the louder is the sound. 
  
Generally, a change of 2dB is just perceptible, 5dB is clearly heard and audible, and 10dB "appears" twice as loud. All 
based on good hearing of the human ear. 
The reverse is also true with the above numbers. A 10dB change lower in power would be 1/2 as "loud" as it was before 
the change was made. But....it is difficult for the human ear to tell just how loud "twice as loud" is...you do notice a 
change, but just how much change....how can your ears "measure" that change...it is a relative value based on your 
hearing. 
 
Example: 
The difference between running a kilowatt (1000 watts) and running 100 watts is 10 dB). That would "sound" 2 times 
louder if you could measure it accurately. Said another way in reverse, the difference between running 100 watts and a 
kilowatt is also 10dB.  
 
So you might be thinking, "Well if that is true, then if I run a 500 watt linear instead of a kilowatt, then this would make a 
5dB change in my signal. Wouldn’t that make my signal sound almost 2 times louder?" The simple and mathematical 
answer is NO. 
  
Remember, a 5dB change in power is audible and detectable by most ears, but it is not "mathematically" 2 times louder. 
The reason is that the db "scale" is not linear and is based on a mathematical formula which we will not get into due to 
being somewhat complicated and is not needed for this article. 
"Ok"...you say..."So how many db change to the better would I have if I added 500 watts to my transmitter? What if I was 
running QRP at 5 watts and then added 500 watts? I need help! 
Example: 
You are wanting to add a 500 watt linear to your 100 watt radio.  
How much "dB" difference will that make? Place 100 in the first "Before" window. Then place 500 in the second 
window...click Calculate = 6.98070 dB difference, 
(almost 7dB), or a little over 1 S unit.  
 
The "QRP" Example: 
Place 5 in the upper Before window, then place 500 in the lower After window. Click "Calculate' for your answer! 20 
dB.....now that’s a huge increase from your tiny signal and when using about 6dB per S unit on the other guy's S 
meter...that’s about 3 S units on his S meter plus "some pocket change left over"!  
 
Now let's go "illegal" for a moment with another example! 
Let us assume that you’re running a kilowatt all the time and still not getting the signal reports that you want. 
You decide to shell out those really big bucks for a 5 kilowatt linear added to your 100 watt radio! By using the calculator 
above, you will find that the change in db "power" will be only 6.98 dB difference.....now was all that money worth getting 
slammed by the FCC for just another 1 S unit on the other guy who may not have a calibrated S meter....maybe for you, 
but not for me! 
 



Summary 
 
In many cases, with poor band conditions, high noise levels and heavy interference, etc, and if your signal is just above 
the noise level at say S 3 as an example, then by adding another 10 db to what you are already using (100 watts) you 
would gain just a little over 1 1/2 S units and be "heard" (seen on the S meter), at about S4 to 5 or said another way.....a 
little above the noise level if all the variables involved did not change. Your signal will be stronger on the S meter but you 
may or may not be "heard" better than before! The signal level above the noise level is what counts. If your signal is still 
down in the other guy's noise level, you still can't be heard. 
 
Good "copy" of your signal depends on the communications quality (clarity of your voice audio) and whether or not it 
punches through the noise and overrides it. If your audio in the other guy's receiver is muffled due to a poor quality mic, 
improper mic techniques or audio settings on your transmitter, then adding more power, and changing nothing else, only 
makes the unreadable muffled signal stronger, not more intelligible! Your goal is to strike a happy medium between 
intelligibility and signal strength using only the amount of power needed to establish the communications as per FCC 
rules. All that is required by the station on the other end is to be able to understand you clearly. If you have to continually 
repeat your call sign...you are not being clearly understood! Ham radio is NOT intended to be broadcast band FM quality! 
If the band is "dead", then no amount of power, legal or not will help you! 
 
Depending on the "calibration" of the S meter, many times a station's audio (voice) can be heard well and 100% 
understandable even though he is "buried" in the noise and the S meter is reading S1 to S3 or not moving at all. The 
important "parts" of his voice, that part needed for communications, is still getting through. It all depends on the 
intelligibility of his particular voice and the audio circuits of his transmitter. 
 
All of this article is assuming that you have a "perfect" antenna system with no losses and mother nature is at her finest 
with excellent band conditions! It also assumes that the AGC (Automatic Gain Control) of the station on the other end is 
turned OFF. Leaving the AGC on, in most receivers, will tend to make all audio sound at the same level...noise and all. 
  
Remember that you have changed nothing in your antenna system. So you can not add any gain it may have...your 
strictly changing one thing....the power output of your station. 
 
I hope this has helped you in some way to understand the relationship between adding more power to your station 
or...NOT...You have to compare the difference in dB "gain" and how it is "heard" on the other station vs the expense of 
more power and hope for the best on the other end of your signal on the air! Adding an additional amount of power to 
your signal, (within your license privileges), may help you.......or not........mother nature and your audio quality if using 
voice modulation will decide! 
 
73 Don, N4UJW 
________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Another Article from Craig ZS5CD. (From: Sundials on the Internet) 
 
How to set up a horizontal sundial   
 
A horizontal sundial consists of the dial plate, marked off in hours, and the gnomon which sits on the noon line and 
projects out from the dial plate. 
 
In order to tell the correct local time the gnomon must be parallel with the earths axis, or, in other words, that it should 
point towards the celestial pole. In the northern hemisphere, this means, for practical purposes, that the gnomon should 
point at the Pole Star. One should first check whether or not the sundial is correctly made for the place at which it is to be 
set up. If it is not, the base plate of the dial must be corrected so that the gnomon is pointing correctly true north, towards 
the celestial pole.  
 
Finding the direction of true North  
Various methods are suggested in the literature, and are summarised here, with references to published sources if you 
need them  
 
Use a compass. This is not very accurate, but it will do for a small garden sundial. Remember that the compass points to 
magnetic north, and a correction must be made for magnetic deviation. (Magnetic deviation at Greenwich in the UK was 
3º58 W, and decreasing by 0º08 annually, but in some areas of the world it is much higher, and there are also much 
more local variations)  
 
Mark a shadow at the exact time of local noon The shadow must be cast by a true vertical object. You can use a plumb 
line, a pole aligned vertically with a spirit level, or a vertical corner of a building. You may need to experiment to get a 
good shadow, and to find a reliable method of marking the shadow at the instant of local noon.  
Remember that the sun travels 15º westwards in one hour, and thus travels 1º westwards every four minutes. (In the 
latitude of London, this is equivalent to 950 feet per second). The time on your watch must be corrected for this. For 
example, at Lowestoft (which is the easternmost point of England at 1º45E, local noon is exactly 7 minutes earlier than 
noon in Greenwich. Penzance in the far West of England is at 5º33W, and local noon there is 22 minutes and 12 
seconds later than at Greenwich.  
 
Remember too that the sun appears to be fast or slow compared to watches by an amount discussed under the Equation 
of Time The sun is "fast" between 16 April and 14 June, and again between 2 September and Christmas and "slow" at 
other times of year. "Fast" means that, if you are on the standard meridian for your time zone, the sun will be directly 
overhead ("sun noon") not at 12:00:00 by your watch, but a few minutes earlier. When you are setting up your horizontal 
sundial, you want to know the time the sun is directly overhead. So you mentally add the Equation of Time to your watch 



time, or advance your watch by the amount of the Equation of Time so that, at the instant when your watch says 
12:00:00, everyone else's watches will be saying it is actually a few minutes earlier than that, and it will indeed be "sun 
noon" The same thing, of course, applies if you are not on the standard meridian for your time zone, but you have 
already taken account of this with the calculation in the preceding paragraph.  
 
 
Use the method of equal altitudes This requires a reliably sunny day, and an accurately level board with a true vertical 
nail or stick. In one variation, concentric circles are drawn around the base of the vertical stick. The position of the tip of 
the shadow is noted whenever it just touches each of the circles in the morning hours and in the evening hours. If one is 
lucky there will be two marks on the same circle. Join them with a line. Bisect this line, and draw a line from the bisection 
point to the base of the stick - this will be a true North- South line.  
An alternative is to mark out points on the track of the tip of the shadow first, and then to connect them with a line. Then 
draw a circle to give the greatest possible distance between the two intersection points, and as before bisect the line, and 
draw a line from the bisection point to the base of the stick - this will be a true North-South line.  
 
Checking the angle of the gnomon  
Since horizontal sundials are often mass-produced, they have to be made for just one latitude. Many are made in 
Birmingham, where the latitude is around 52½ deg.N, so the angle between the gnomon and the dial plate is also 52½ 
Quite often, people bring back a sundial when they have been on holiday, so the angle may be very different. For 
example, a sundial made for the south of Spain will have an angle around 37 deg. and will not tell the correct time if it is 
set up with the dial plate horizontal in Southern England where the latitude is 51 deg. Fortunately, this can be 
compensated for.  
First, measure the angle of the gnomon with a protractor.  
 
Second, you can if you wish cross-check this measurement and check that the hour lines have been laid out correctly, by 
"back-calculating the gnomon angle from the angles of the hour lines. (The book by Waugh gives an example of this 
calculation on p.48, and also a table showing the correct angles of the hour lines for each degree of latitude. For 
example, the angle of the 9am and 3pm hour lines from the noon line is 26º24 at 30ºN, 29º50 at 35ºN, 32º44 at 40ºN, 
35º16 at 45ºN, 37º27 at 50ºN, and 39º20 at 55ºN.)  
 
Compensating for an incorrect gnomon angle  
Third, provide a wedge to bring the gnomon parallel to the earth's axis. For example, the holiday sundial brought back 
from Spain (lat 37ºN) to be set up in Southern England (lat 51ºN) would have to be wedged up by 14º, so that the 
gnomon is at 51º to the horizontal. You can either measure this angle with a protractor, or you can calculate the height of 
the wedge by multiplying the length of the dial plate by the sine of the correction angle. In this case, the wedge required 
for a square sundial with a side of 10 cm would be 2.4 cm. 
 
For a full overview of Sundials on the Internet go to: http://www.sundials.co.uk/home3.htm 

 

Hot off the press: from Craig ZS5CD: see http://electroschematics.com/6346/bloom-box-green-and-cheap-energy/ 
______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Humourous Irish Joke (SW sent from Saltmine- Ed) 
 
1. 
An  Irishman who had a little too much to drink is  driving home from the city one night and, of  course, his car is weaving 
violently all over  the road. 
 
A cop pulls him over 'So,'  says the cop to the driver, 'where have ya been?' 
 
'Why, I've been to the pub of  course,' slurs the drunk. 
 
'Well,' says  the cop, 'it looks like you've had quite a few  to drink this evening.' 
 
I did all  right,' the drunk says with a smile. 
 
Did you know,' says the cop, standing  straight, and folding his arms across his chest,  'that a few intersections back, 
your wife fell  out of your car?' 
 
'Oh, thank heavens,'  sighs the drunk. 'for a minute there, I thought  I'd gone deaf.' 
 
 
AND  THE BEST FOR LAST . . . 
 
2.  
A  drunk staggers into a Catholic Church, enters a  confessional booth, sits down, but says nothing. 
 
The Priest coughs a few times to get his  attention, but the drunk continues to sit there. 
 
Finally, the Priest pounds three times  on the wall. 
 
The drunk mumbles, 'Ain't  no use knockin, there's no paper on this side either. 
 
That’s All Folks!-Ed 
________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

http://www.sundials.co.uk/home3.htm
http://electroschematics.com/6346/bloom-box-green-and-cheap-energy/


 

 
HIGHWAY AMATEUR RADIO CLUB INFORMATION 

MEETINGS 
The Club holds its monthly meetings at the Pinetown Girl Guides Hall, Lytton Crescent-(off Bamboo Lane), on the 3rd 
Tuesday of the month, starting at 19h00 for 19h30. Refreshments are available at a nominal price, Swap Shop held 
quarterly on last Saturday of month Talk-in facilities on the Repeater frequency (145.625Mhz)-at different venues. 
 
The Committee holds its meetings on the third Tuesday of every month at the Girl Guides Hall in Pinetown starting at 
18h00. 
BULLETINS 
The Club’s weekly bulletin is broadcast every Sunday morning at 07h45 on the Highway repeater 145.625 Mhz . A  
recording of the bulletin is re-broadcast at 18h30 on a Sunday evening on the repeater frequencies. 
 
The S.A.R.L weekly bulletin (in English) is relayed onto the Durban repeater at 08h30 on a Sunday morning. 
 
The KZN Hamnet bulletin can be heard on the HARC repeater (145.625Mhz)  every Sunday morning at 07h00 .  
 
AMATEUR RADIO NETS.  
The Kwa-Zulu/Natal Net, of long-standing starts at 06h00 on a frequency of 7.055 MHz. in winter and 3.650Mhz. in 
summer and continues until 07h40. Colin ZS5CF hosts the net from 06h00 & Gary Potgieter (ZS5NK)-takes over later 
on. 
Interest Group nets are conducted on the 145.625Mhz in the evenings. They are:-  
 
Mondays 19.30 AR Newsline and thereafter a simplex net hosted by Derek ZS5DM 
Tuesdays 20.00 Ladies Net  with the ladies-Last Tuesday of Month 
Wednesdays 19.30 Hamnet Indaba (ZS5WFD)-Last Wednesday of Month –Weekly informal net 
Thursdays 19.30 Technical  net, presented by Alvin ZS5AES, hosted by Tubby ZS5TUB 
Fridays 19.30 Vacant  
Saturdays 19.30 Vacant 

Sundays 19.15 Vacant. 
 

The SARL Presidents Net  can be heard on the evening on Sundays on the 145.650Mhz repeater whenever the 
Intecnet is scheduled by Hans ZS6AKV. Licensed Amateur Radio Operators are invited to join in. 
 
HIGHWAY HOTLINE NEWSLETTER. 
This newsletter is published every month and  distributed by e.mail. Members without the facility will  have their copies 
posted to them.  It is also available on the H.A.R.C Website.  The editor is Tony Mayall (ZS5GR)  Telephone (031) 708-
3078,   Email address is hotline@harc.org.za, physical address is 71 Dilkoosh Road, Northdene, 4093. 
 
INTERNET WEB SITE ADDRESSES. 
SOUTH AFRICAN RADIO LEAGUE :  http://www.sarl.org.za 
HIGHWAY AMATEUR RADIO CLUB.  http://www.harc.org.za  The Webmaster is Brad Phillips (ZS5Z). 
HARC Fax Number: 0866 225 680 
 
E-MAIL  ADDRESS OF THE CLUB.  harc@harc.org.za 
 
SWOP SHOP. 
The last Saturday quarterly starting at 11h00 for 11h30  at different venues.   .-See calendar of events 
 
APRS 
Mobile AND base stations should use WIDE5-5 (or less) for their UNPROTO paths. Mobile beacon rates should be 
at about 1min intervals, while home stations should be set at 60min. "Voice Alert" ctcss tone should be set to 136.5Hz 
only on mobiles. 
 
PACKET RADIO-News from ZR5S 

For those wanting to work packet radio, a PBBS (small mailbox) is available on ZS0PMB-1 on the aprs freq of 
144.800Mhz. For those not able to access ZS0PMB direct, you can connect to it by typing C ZS0PMB-1 v ZS0DBN. 
APRS traffic is minimal at this stage so combining packet radio here should not cause interference. 
 

VISITORS ARE ALWAYS WELCOME TO ATTEND ALL OUR FUNCTIONS. 
 
 

 

mailto:hotline@harc.org.za
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